
The
Lover
Expanding self-love, managing feelings
& staying heart-centered.

The Power of the Archetypes Series:



To love yourself is the beginning of a lifelong romance.
 

- Oscar Wilde



What we'll cover
About Me
About Archetypes
Visualization
About the Lover
How we use the Lover
Resources





About
Archetypes



Three
Competencies of
Archetypal
Energies--->

#1 Understanding the power of the
archetype:
What are its gifts, shadows, and extremes? When
is this archetype useful? Tapping into the energy.

#2 Empowered Archetypes:
Learning to shift into different energies as
needed. Being more mindful of the energy we
hold and what would be best. Skills sharpened
specific to each archetype.

#3  Mastering the energies:
Learn to dial in your archetypal energies to what
is needed. Tune into the best gifts of each ad use
them mindfully to empower yourself.



Imagine a woman...
 



Gifts of the Lover
Energy

#1 Sensuality: She lives in her
senses & body

#2 Open-hearted with all the
feels

#3 Sexuality & pleasure

#4 Loves her body



Shadows of the
Lover Energy

Can be too trusting/open-
hearted
Can lack boundaries
Can be overly sexual, in her
own judgment
Can be desperate for love
Can be judged as 'too
sensitive'
Can also be judged as
unimportant or non-
productive
Can lose herself to only
pleasure-seeking and pain-
avoiding (addictions)



How we use
our Lover:

To connect with others with presence and vulnerability
To fall in love with this physical vessel given to us
To stay open-hearted
To manage feelings
To express our sexuality 
To be more in our body
To seek more pleasure in our life

Questions to
ask the Lover:

How can I love this? Where is the sweetness in this moment?
What does my heart say about this?
Am I taking on other people's feelings?
How can I be present to these feelings?
What brings me pleasure? What can I do today to feel
pleasure?
What have I done for me lately?



Discover Your Woman Within - Char Tosi
Queen, Mother, Wise Woman and Lover:
Rediscovering the Archetypes of the Mature Feminine
- Marion Woodman

Resources



Want to learn
more and connect
more deeply with

the Lover?

February 14
9 am -12 pm Pacific/ 12-3 pm Eastern



Want to learn
more and connect
more deeply with
more archetypes?

March 14 - 6 month connection
10 am -12 pm Pacific/ 1-3 pm Eastern



Next Free
Archetype

Workshop: The
Adolescent

February 28 am Pacific/ 12 pm Eastern



Free:
The Power of
Inviting Shift

Series

February 17
Two times to choose from

9 am & 4 pm Pacific/ 12 & 7 pm Eastern



Questions?


